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Understanding Corruption



Dimant &  Schulte (2016), p. 59

Corruption: 
An Interdisciplinary 
Perspective

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/german-law-journal/article/nature-of-corruption-an-interdisciplinary-perspective/CAD38E64A08CF00009BE7C1B426FC565


Terms, Concepts, Definitions

● Corruption is endemic in all societies

● Yet, there are differences

○ depends on nature and structure of political system and context in which it 

occurs

○ varies inversely to degree that power is consensual (Heidenheimer et al. 1989)

Source Pic:

https://www.themandarin.com.au/77303-queenslands-corruption-reform-welcome-but-theres-more-to-be-done/


Corruption as a contested concept?
● “(Deliberate) mis/abuse of entrusted power for private gain” (Sandholtz & Koetzle 2000; 

Transparency International 2019);  see Mungiu-Pippidi & Fazekas 2020; Pozsgai-Alvarez 

2020  

● “The abuse of public roles or resources for private benefit” (Johnston 2005, p. 12)

○ ”Abuse”, “public”, “private”, “benefit” as matters of contention;  

varying degrees of ambiguity

○ certain terms often depends on societal culture; varying 

interpretations (e.g. Gardiner 2009; Rothstein & Torsello 2013)

● “Corruption equals Monopoly plus Discretion, minus Accountability”

(Klitgaard 1988, p. 75) 

Source Pic:

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/341942117_How_to_define_and_measure_corruption
https://link.springer.com/epdf/10.1007/s10611-020-09903-4?sharing_token=hHFckLduU0kZVZe65ObhXPe4RwlQNchNByi7wbcMAY4M2wOkmF2aY0KZk1zwL8TQtLmQC_xUeMLzDOvOdH6kLgwRn45r3bSeXUdHNsKDvvr09U1dIpRDUxDQRy8VSltViGqdW2dyQRjWJugpo53VKgA4CXx6v5lZUW4WObSAllc%3D
https://link.springer.com/epdf/10.1007/s10611-020-09903-4?sharing_token=hHFckLduU0kZVZe65ObhXPe4RwlQNchNByi7wbcMAY4M2wOkmF2aY0KZk1zwL8TQtLmQC_xUeMLzDOvOdH6kLgwRn45r3bSeXUdHNsKDvvr09U1dIpRDUxDQRy8VSltViGqdW2dyQRjWJugpo53VKgA4CXx6v5lZUW4WObSAllc%3D
https://cdn.technologyadvice.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/compare-crms-like-a-pro-01.png


Theoretical and empirical explanations of corruption

Democracy-Argument

Vertical, horizontal, societal 
accountability, social 

empowerment

Path-Dependency-
Argument

Historical roots, legacies

Cultural-Argument

Norms and values, informal 
practices

Sanction-Argument

Laws, regulations, monitoring, 
anti-corruption tools

     
     Corruption Remedies 

Source: Own illustration



The Cultural-Argument (Informal Rules)

● Social norms can provide incentives for individuals to be corrupt and 
facilitating corruption (Johnston 2012; Kubbe & Engelbert 2018)

○ Collective action problem: corruption as expected behavior and everyone expects 
everyone else to be corrupt (Mungiu-Pippidi 2013; Persson et al. 2013); can also be 
applied to institutional corruption (Thompson 2018)

○ Integration into Western international networks and organizations: economic and 
normative pressure (Sandholtz & Koetzle 2000; Sandholtz & Gray 2003; 
Kostadinova 2012)

○ “Democratic culture”: more advanced democratic structures create anti-corruption 
norms that lead to lower levels of corruption and vice versa (Kubbe 2017)



Democratic Culture in Europe
● Strong, democratic institutions, strong civil society, honest leaders and 

democratic/anti-corruption norms and values (e.g. fairness, equality, transparency, 
credible accountability, loyalty, participation, responsibility) 

● Factors that affect corruption over time and across European countries
○ Country’s contextual conditions such as economic development 
○ International integration (EU-membership)
○ Degree of democracy 
○ Women’s percentage in parliaments
○ Protestantism 
○ Duration of democracy, post-communist past 
○ Interpersonal trust 

Source Pic:

https://pjp-eu.coe.int/documents/42126069/42762140/04_School+Factory_0010_11.jpg/427109a0-40cf-4a9e-b787-3f89be2b46f3?t=1485184292000


Gender Norms: Equality and diversity
“Myth-making” about male and female nature in corruption research (Goetz 2007, p. 99)

● Differences in how men and women are recruited to political positions (Jha & Sarangi 

2018)

● Role of patriarchal power structures, patriarchal roots of gendered socialization (Inglehart 

& Norris 2003; Alexander et al. 2016; Alexander & Welzel 2015)

● Role of liberal democracies 
○ Gender equality and government accountability as achievements of 

modern liberal democracy (Sung 2003) 

● Strong norm against corruption, e.g. in democracies (Esarey & Chirillo 2013; 

Esarey & Schwindt-Bayer 2017; Barnes & Bealieu 2018)

● Women push for public goods to higher degree than men 

(Bauhr et al. 2018; Stensöta et al. 2015) -> health, education, childcare

Source Pic: 

https://sustainablebizconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/DiversityvInclusion2-1-1024x666.png


Understanding Social Norms 



Corruption, Norms and Informal Practices
● Public acceptance of what is commonly understood as corruption 

varies significantly across societies and contexts 

(Heidenheimer & Johnston 2002; Kubbe & Engelbert 2018)

○ What is considered as bribe in low-level corruption country 

might be considered gift in high-level corruption country

● Which norms and informal practices are the ones that will be used to distinguish corrupt from 

non-corrupt acts?

Source 

https://ehrintelligence.com/images/site/article_headers/_normal/2016-11-29-hie-challenges.gif


Lack of context-specific approaches

● Prevalent ethnocentrism in scholarship
● Previous theories largely been developed by Western scholars

○ mainly refer to structures, circumstances that are typical in Western societies 
○ Leaving out intricacies that matter in non-western settings (Al-Rahami 2008) 
○ Neglect character, nature, dynamics, ways in which informal practices, corruption 

are formed in different region
● -> different countries suffer from different types of corruption 

○ Like seeds growing in different soils, corruption (seed), too, 
takes different shapes in different environments (soils)

● Importance of domestic circumstances matter 
● Imperative to design effective anti-corruption policies

Source Pic:

http://www.intercultural-school.org/%20ethnocentrism/https://glennsabin.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Tumor-and-Host-Seeds-and-Soil.jpg


Corruption, Norms and Informal Practices
● Different forms of corruption: e.g. bribery with relatively fixed boundaries

● Corruption “is not always a matter of black and white” (De Graaf 2007, p. 43)

● Drawing on specifics of local context

● Explores how corruption in regions is actuated through 

informal practices  that coexist and work in parallel to formal institutions

● When informal practices become vehicles for corruption:

○ negative ripple effects across many aspects of society 

○ also potential to be leveraged to reinforce formal institutions 

to help fight corruption

Source 

https://ehrintelligence.com/images/site/article_headers/_normal/2016-11-29-hie-challenges.gif


Social Norms
● Corruption often hand in hand with

○ Social norms 
■ can provide incentives 

for individuals to be corrupt and  
facilitating corruption (Johnston 2012; Kubbe and Engelbert 2018)

■ Property of a reference group (what is typical / appropriate?)
■ such as kinship, social status, hierarchies, affection, reciprocity, reputation

○ Informal practice 
■ e.g. wasta, baksheesh, hamula, combina – as integral parts of daily life in 

Middle East

Source Pic: 

https://sites.tufts.edu/ihs/files/2018/10/03_SocialNormsFIN_medium.png


Classification of Norms

Source Pic: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268805114_The_Problem_of_Behaviour_Change_From_Social_Norms_to_an_Ingroup_Focus/figures?lo=1


Social Learning Theory

Source Pic: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/262263582_Married_and_cohabiting_parents%27_well-being/figures?lo=1


Corruption and Informal Practices

● Overlap between two concepts  
● Often treated as one and the same
● Difficulty in separating the two concepts from one another
● Ambiguity is found across literature 

○ often painting uniform picture of regions 
○ But, immense regional variation 
○ Impression that MENA region is monolith suffering from 

conflict, corruption, plethora of informal practices
● Remains limited, underexplored in scholarship on Middle East region 



Informal Practices
● Practices that coexist and work in parallel to formal institutions 

○ underpinned by social norms (see also Kubbe & Engelbert 2018) 

○ “people’s regular strategies to manipulate or exploit formal rules 

by enforcing informal norms and personal obligations 

in formal contexts” (Ledeneva 2008, p. 119)

○ Still not clear where informal practice start and stop 

○ And: where corrupt begins (Baez-Camargo & Ledeneva 2017)

● Can become vehicles of corruption

● Difficult to capture empirically, isolate from formal practices, 

corrupt acts  -> Global Informality Project

https://www.in-formality.com/wiki/index.php?title=Global_Informality_Project


Wasta as an informal practice

● Arabic root from “middle” or “medium”

● Typical traditional practice in Arab or Muslim context  (Ramady 2016)

● Rooted in region’s tribal history

● Regular feature of daily lives of many citizens in Middle East

● Considered as necessary part of life; pressure

● Essential supplement needed in order to get things done

●  ““Vitamin W” or “vitamin Wow”” 

● Exchange between two people of unequal power 

(can stem from political power, religion, economic position etc.)



Wasta as form of nepotism

● associated with family and tribe members 

● “using common connection to receive undue benefits” 

● referring to one’s personal network often used to 

solve different situations 

○ reducing red tape in bureaucratic processes to gaining visa to emigrate (Osella 2014)

○ circumvent bureaucracy or bypass system as whole (Ramady 2016); 

like blat (Russia) and guanxi (China)

○ cut through lines in government agencies, speed up administrative process

○ obtain government documents or official approvals, gain access to basic social services, 

secure a spot in university, or find  job

○ most common use is for entry into job market, namely in public administration

Source: http://www.in-formality.com/wiki/index.php?title=Wasta_(Middle_East_and_North_Africa)

http://www.in-formality.com/wiki/index.php?title=Wasta_(Middle_East_and_North_Africa)


Wasta as an informal practice

● Originally used as means of conflict resolution

● Although positive origins of wasta has become endemic problem 

● many youths cite it as main reason they consider immigration

● term and use have evolved from mediation practiced by 

tribe leaders to resolve conflicts within and among tribes 

○ Mediation, wassata, which continues to be practiced by elders 

in tribes, clans, at time of transition from loose system of tribes to more institutionalized systems 

of nation states

○ To secure allegiance of tribes, state-founders would give their leaders stakes in government and 

administration to distribute to tribe members

○ Tribal leaders became mediators between state and their members, which later became their 

constituents as they transformed to modern politicians

● Effects can be both positive or negative 



Youth perceptions of the role of Wasta in Getting Jobs 
Question: "In general, do you mostly agree or disagree with the following statement? 
Knowing people in high positions is critical to getting a job (wasta). " 

Source: Figure uploaded by Ambar Narayan; Krishnan et al. (2016): Uneven Odds, Unequal Outcomes : Inequality of Opportunity in the Middle East and North Africa



Positive Effects of Wasta

● Can be prone to both positive and negative externalities; 
● Many shades in between (Ramady 2016)
● Bright side of wasta 

○ High level of trust and solidarity between involved 
actors and/ or network members

○ High level of sociability
○ Reduction of transaction costs
○ Reduction of risk of free-riding of network members
○ Form of government responsiveness and system stabilisation (Benstead et al., 2020) 
○ structuring access to opportunities 
○ Provide societal stability through link between individual and nation, 

as its origins lie within family structure

Source Pic https://www.southerneye.co.zw/2014/10/31/can-nepotism-good/

https://www.southerneye.co.zw/2014/10/31/can-nepotism-good/


Negative Effects of Wasta

● 60% surveyed noted widespread of wasta in obtaining jobs 

○ Lebanon (79%); Jordan (70%) (see Arab Barometer)

● For ordinary citizens, who lack connections of elites to top officials, power holders and have limited material 

resources, wasta in their social and economic systems is exhausting and frustrating 

● Still, does not stop them from using wasta when, where they can

● Does not guarantee equal opportunities – if basic services, jobs, administrative paperwork, other key aspects 

are shaped by wasta -> sense that practice can leave some people “out in the cold” (Khlaile & Navot 2020; 

Jackson et al. 2020)

○ fulfilling wasta requests can lead to outright corruption

○ Wasta-based interference in administrative practices in Jordan as conduit for widespread nepotism, 

fraud in procurement processes, selling of public land, miscarriages of justice (Al-Saleh 2016)

● Restricted possibilities for social advancement and overall improved well-being (Lust 2016)

● Appointment of workers based on family relations; not necessarily on merit -> often leads to many senior 

officials lacking necessary skills, experience and abilities to perform their jobs (Khaile & Navot 2020)

Source Pic

https://www.arabbarometer.org/topics/corruption/
https://www.theturbantimes.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/wasta-3.jpg


WASTA: HOW PERSONAL CONNECTIONS ARE DENYING 
CITIZENS OPPORTUNITIES AND BASIC SERVICES (TI 2019)

Source Pic

https://www.transparency.org/en/news/wasta-how-personal-connections-are-denying-citizens-opportunities-services
https://www.transparency.org/en/news/wasta-how-personal-connections-are-denying-citizens-opportunities-services
https://www.theturbantimes.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/wasta-3.jpg


Why do people do it?
- Many people in region recognise negative consequences of wasta 

- see as a form of corruption, but continue to use it in practice 

- Why? 

- According to results of GCB, majority say they would not have received services they need 

without use of their connections; less than half say that they did  to get better services 

- Similar, National survey in Jordan: almost half of citizens said they used wasta to complete 

government paperwork, 65%  find it necessary to get a job

 

Source Pic

https://www.jordantimes.com/news/local/wasta-seen-necessary-evil-jordanians-survey-finds
https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcSPMuVbSLtieNiXZ1XhoZGCx2gCzuIefTQBvg&usqp=CAU


How to eliminate (wasta)?

- Ensuring equal access to basic services and rights for all citizens regardless of their personal 

connections, is to criminalise wasta as form of corruption

- E-government services, programmes can help in eliminating use personal connections (e.g. obtaining 

passports, IDs, certificates, other governmental paperwork)

- Governments should work with civil society, media to take preventive measures

- raise awareness about wasta 

- Wasta is not a way of giving help or assistance – it is corruption that denies 

citizens opportunities and undermines trust in government

- structural problem that must be addressed with strong integrity measures ‘> can only work if wasta as 

social norm is dismantled

Source Pic

https://www.mygov.in/campaigns/reducing-corruption-through-technology/


Collective Action Approach

Source Pic

https://acgc.cipe.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/collective-action.png


Collective Action Approach

Source Pic

https://acgc.cipe.org/business-of-integrity-blog/collective-action-a-cause-for-hope/


Conclusion
● Corruption exists, persists, varies significantly (as social norms)

● Failed anti-corruption reforms -> Contextualization is needed

● No master plan -> gradual and indirect change

● Most “success stories” in democratic environments

○ Not only formal hardware of democracy, rather fairness, loyalty, legitimacy, credible 

accountability -> quality of democracy

○ “Democratic culture” 

○ Combination of formal democratic institutions (transparency, accountability), informal 
practices, social norms, mechanisms for monitoring, sanctioning of corrupt actors 

● Level of Economic Development

● Social Empowerment and more civil engagement is needed

● EDUCATION ! (UN Education for Justice Initiative, E4J)

Source Pic: 

https://www.unodc.org/e4j/en/tertiary/anti-corruption.html?fbclid=IwAR1UaSfSKdIMFuTbdMyDH95WBo0giZ678x6PXZvpGDOn0mJdBTV0Ae0ITvc
https://academichelp.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/summary-300x232.jpg


Prospects and Trends

● Relevance of area- and cultural-specific knowledge 

● Case studies with stronger focus on underlying mechanisms 

● Democratic culture? 

● Anti-Corruption Norms? Gender Norms?
● Political will? Personality?

Source Pic:

http://www.international-diabetes-association.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Future-prospects-650x250.jpg


Source Pic

https://blog.serenataflowers.com/pollennation/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Thank-You-Sayings-FT.jpg

